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For the Love of Dale:
A History Making Project at The Bottle Works 3rd Ave Arts Fest
For the Love of Dale is a gathering of residents (and former residents) who support building a
history of the borough's commerce, families, displacements and homes. Mardy HarbaughHuss, director of Dale Valley Arts Center has been keeping the group organized through
FaceBook and frequent face to face meetings. The results: For the Love of Dale is happening
July 13 from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. at the Bottle Works' Third Ave Arts Fest in the Tulip building.
"We have two rooms full of Dale!" Huss laughed, referring to the planned exhibition, research
and conversations. "Brian Ensley took more than 100 photographs of Dale buildings for us and
they will be on continuous loop in the Tulip building's theater." At 1 p.m. Jo Novelli-Blasko will
interview Brian Ensley about his experience taking photos in Dale, followed by questions and
answers. Ensley's installation is complimented by an exhibit in the adjacent gallery including
Several to-scale wooden models of landmark buildings created by Charles Pfeil. He is working
on one of the Dale Theater to have it completed in time for the exhibit. The Dale Valley Arts
Center is loaning a large map of the borough created by children who visited the center. Bantly
Hardware, a Dale fixture since 1910, will share records of their store's history from their
archive. The Habitorium is taking a Survey of Dale Moves to learn about the many ways
residents come and go there. Local librarian and genealogist Joyce Homan will be enlisting
subjects for recording oral histories.
"We really want to get the word out about For the Love of Dale. We want to hear from anyone
who has lived here, or with relatives who have lived here. Lots of people have meaningful
connections to our little strip of town." Said Helen Fisher, one of the organizers who grew up in
Dale. "The people who come from Dale have a special kinship - maybe its because we have
been through so much," she speculated. The borough was struck by hardship three times in as

many decades. Dale lost a big part of it's identity when the small Dale School District merged
with the larger Ferndale system in 1958. Then, eminent domain took more than 100 homes
making way for the by pass, and in '77 Dale lost ten residents in the flood. The ad hoc group
views these shared histories as stepping stones for moving forward together and their
FaceBook group has been a great start with more than 500 active members. The organizers
span three generations. Their objective is to codify a history of the Dale Borough through
research and archival documentation. One member of the group is endeavoring to collect year
books from every graduating class of Dale High School and put them on display at the next big
gathering.
For the Love of Dale takes place during the 3rd Ave. Arts Fest at The Bottle Works Art Center.
The festival features local artists' demonstrations, live music and food. Novelli-Blasko
maintains a studio in The Bottle Works' Tulip building and The Habitorium is housed there. She
and Ensley have worked together on For the Love of Johnstown at the Inclined to Read
bookstore.

(L) Charles Pfeil's models forgrounding the June 19 meeting of Dale historians. 2019 photo taken
by Jo Novelli-Blasko. (R) 921 Nathaniel Street (Dale) (7Jun19) photo taken by Brian Ensley

***********ENDS***********
For further information, please contact Jo Novelli-Blasko.
cel: 480-452-5758 jonovelli@gmail.com, http://www.thehabitorium.com

EDITORS NOTES: photographs are available for printing purposes.
Dale Borough History Facts and Memories Facebook Group:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/368511376634229/
The Dale Valley Arts Center Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/dalevalleyarts/
The Bottle Works Community Arts Center: 814-535-2020 http://bottleworks.org/
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